Cloud Services
Optimizing Cloud Costs to Help You Save Monthly

Powerful Cloud
Management Functionality
The introduction of cloud technologies has dramatically changed how
organizations buy, manage and consume their IT services. Cloud providers
are increasing operational efficiency and agility by making it easier for
businesses to move to the cloud without ever having to engage IT.

Centralize Accounts Into A
Consolidated Billing Model
This new-found freedom creates flexibility, however, it also creates a sprawl
for IT assets and their related costs. Departments and individuals have
multiple credit cards and multiple accounts deployed across multiple clouds
and this creates challenges for visibility, budgeting, and management. At
HighVail, we can create, provision and provide detailed billing on complex
environments in the cloud to provide your team with predictable, well
managed cloud costs. With this much visibility into your cloud deployment,
you can optimize your efficiency, agility and cloud spend from top to bottom.
Whether you’re already deployed with a cloud provider, you want to ramp up
your cloud deployment or take advantage of complex multi-vendor solutions
in the cloud, HighVail’s Cloud Solutions can help you.
HighVail’s Cloud Solutions simplify this cloud adoption process by providing:
• The ability to accurately track actual (not estimated) usage across cloud
providers including AWS, Google Cloud, Microsoft Azure, and IBM Cloud
• Cloud services monitoring through intuitive dashboards and
customizable reports
• Access to granular per hour usage details
• Detailed billing histories and analytics reporting based on actual billing
data, current, and historical demand
• Intelligent optimization recommendations
• A catalog of infrastructure and custom integrated services with rapid
deployment
• Try before you buy options
• Consolidated billing and 30-day terms
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Accurately Track & Map Usage and
Charge-Back Costs
HighVail can create, provision and provide detailed billing on complex
environments in the cloud to provide your team with predictable, wellmanaged cloud costs. With this much visibility into your cloud deployment,
you can optimize your efficiency, agility and cloud spend from top to
bottom. Whether you’re already deployed with a cloud provider, you want to
ramp up your cloud deployment or take advantage of complex multi-vendor
solutions in the cloud; HighVail’s Cloud Solutions can help you.

Why HighVail?
Our focus is on simplifying the transition to new technologies. We architect,
integrate and automate hybrid infrastructures – enhancing the utility of existing
technology and delivering advice for modern solutions. With roots in IT
infrastructure, DevOps and Open Source, we support our clients as they navigate
through the complexities of modernization, capitalizing on the value captured
by transformation.
Since 2003, we approach innovation as an ongoing, sustainable and strategic
commitment that drives industry leadership through exceptional customer
experiences. At HighVail, our relentless focus on enabling IT advancement and
the cumulative benefits that progress delivers is what drives us.

By consolidating your cloud billing with HighVail you
can save hundreds of dollars per month with no
changes to your existing infrastructure.

To get started email info@highvail.com or call (416) 867-3000. Click
here to book a free virtual Discovery Session with a HighVail expert.

Battle-Tested
Hybrid Cloud
Strategies
Whether you’re using
multiple data centers, public
clouds, private clouds, or a
combination of each, we can
help reduce complexity
without compromising high
availability, all while avoiding
vendor lock-in. Day two is
ensuring the application runs
in production — and that it is
monitored, capacity is
managed, and any issues are
troubleshot in real time.
Visit highvail.com/hybridmulti-cloud/ to learn more.
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